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A nice picture to start this monthÊs Chat. It is, of course, a Jaguar in full working order - sadly
there are only an estimated 15,000 left in the wild and sightings of this shy and elusive animal in
its natural habitat is not easy. Somewhat rarer in total numbers, but certainly far easier to see

in our part of the world (even the wonderful Colchester zoo has none of these big cats
nowadays) is the SEPECAT version, and specifically the Jaguar GR1A of the Bentwaters Cold

War Museum, and at our September meeting we were delighted to welcome the very
enthusiastic and highly knowledgeable Allen Vernon to give us an excellent presentation on its

restoration to taxiing capability.

 At times the restoration seemed to be a long term and vastly more difficult variant of the old
TV show Scrapheap Challenge, with Allen sourcing – I was about to put scrounging as thatÊs

how it seemed at times - key parts from both obvious and less obvious sources. Thankfully for
Allen both ebay and Facebook exist – those at the meeting will know what I mean. However,
what a wonderful result for Jaguar XX741 after many man-hour years of hard work by the

small team responsible, from its liberation by truck from a Suffolk field  to being restored to
much of its former glory and, now, being able to taxi under its own power for the first time in

25 years. The illustration below is not XX741 but does show a Jaguar with the side engine
intake air vents open, showing that the engines (the starboard one at least!) is running – one of

the many facts and details I learnt from AllenÊs superbly illustrated talk. 



I have also recently read of a follow up to our April meeting on the disappearance of Amelia
Earhart - and the theories about what happened to her. You will recall that in 1937, American
aviator Earhart vanished during her attempt to fly around the globe, leaving no trace. Now, a
new expedition has set off for Nikumaroro, a tiny atoll in the Pacific, seeking to find her plane

and possibly her remains.

It is headed by another legend - the man who found the wreck of the Titanic, Robert Ballard,
but can he succeed where so many have failed? While Ballard radiates optimism many Earhart
experts are doubtful he will be able to uncover what happened to her. The expedition, which
set sail on 7 August, is funded by National Geographic and will feature in a TV documentary.

The channel is clearly hoping the longed-for find will materialise - and be celebrated in a
television showpiece.

Sales Stand

As you will be aware from RichardÊs email last month, thanks to Nigel the branch have been
offered a free pitch at the

Rougham Fly-In over the weekend 14/15 September

and also at the

 JetFest to be held at North Weald 28/29 September.





Clearly with the transfer of the Air-Britain Fly-In we no longer have the income from that
source which was, as you may recall from the AGM, the difference between the branch making
a substantial loss and breaking even financially. Please, if you are able to help even for one day

at either venue then let Richard know asap if you have not already done so, and he can explain
everything in detail. On behalf of the branch, my thanks in advance to all those who are willing

and able to help.

STN Happenings

Not much is happening out of the usual apparently!  Even last monthÊs threatened chaos arising
from the strike by the UK pilots of Ryanair didnÊt happen – thankfully for holiday bound

passengers – due to some creative aircrew scheduling.  One negative announcement is that
Loganair is switching its London - Derry flights to Southend effective 27 October. As an aside
SEN is also gaining some WizzAir routes the following month; seems a long time since their

colours were a frequent sight at STN.



Here is a selection of Andy GoldsmithÊs photos taken on 2nd August.

DHC.8-402Q ET-AXE of Ethiopian Airlines on its delivery flight

BAe146-300 G-LUXE of FAAM, the Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements

Cessna 560XLS OO-SKS



A very unusual visitor, Diamond DA.62 4X-CXR

Boeing 757-24APF N429UP of UPS

UP-A3001 A330 of the Kazakhstan Government taken on 29th August



On 20th August Michael Jones snapped Gulfstream 550 N128GV departing

Stansted Nostalgia

As you may have gathered because of my trip to Oshkosh  and trying to sort out my rather
scrawled logs from the 4,000+ noted there (including above, for NigelÊs benefit, the sole VanÊs

RV-5 ever made) and another 1,000+ noted at OÊHare, I am a bit short of both time and
material this month so here are a couple of photos (not taken by me with my trusty Kodak

box camera of the time, albeit I do have prints „stored‰ somewhere showing very similar shots)
of a few I logged on my first ever visit to Stansted in 1958, Avro Tudor 5 CF-FCY of Nome
Airways and one of the two Prentice „parking areas‰ I clambered over, around and under in

order to see and note the reggies..



It might be fun, and certainly interesting, to have an occasional STN Yesteryear photo slot so if
any of you have photos taken in the past at STN you think other members would enjoy seeing
than please forward them to me (as email attachments please), with details of what and when,

and I will certainly endeavour to include them.

Flying the Flag

And reverting to Oshkosh here are three of the aircraft at OSH last month that have with a
British link, either past and present.  

Firstly, a Fairey Firefly wearing its one-time RAAF serial WB518 with an almost matching tail
number NX518WB.  It was a real crowd puller and it took a bit of patience (for which I am
not renown), followed by some loud mutterings and, eventually, some very loud suggestions

about other places the more persistent photo bombers may like to briefly – and of necessity
slowly - move their overly large, fast food enhanced, bodies to enable me to take this picture.

Shame about that gaudy tower in the background.



and secondly is RotorSport UK MT-03 G-YROX which Norman Surplus flew into OSH (having
previously circumvented the globe in this gyroplane) and which he has now lent to the EAA

Museum.

 



with, lastly, TBM.700 G-PTXC which was one of around 30 or more TBMÊs to attend the annual
Daher Owners conference at OSH. There were other examples registered in France, Germany,

and Brazil in addition to the US, with some of the latter being European based. 
 Daher is also a major corporate sponsor of EAA AirVenture

The „Chat‰
One of our members has asked me – with the request being rapidly forwarded to Michael – if
we can have a different colour background as he has a problem reading when it is a dark blue; I
suspect he may not be alone in this respect. As always we are happy to respond and over the

next months Michael will be using different colour backgrounds – white looks so boring to me
– and different fonts, as well as increasing the font size. Please let me know what you think

about these changes or, indeed, any other constructive comments or suggestions you may have
about my monthly epistle. Thank you.

Our Next Meeting is not too far away and will be on Tuesday 1st October and, as always, will be
at St. JohnÊs Church Hall commencing at 20:15 when we will be welcoming back our good

friend Stephen Skinner with his illustrated presentation „The rugged HS748 and its successor
the ATP‰



I am sure that this evening will be as interesting and illuminating as StephenÊs previous talks at
our branch so please pass the word to other enthusiasts when you are chatting to them.

Regrettably I will unable to attend myself as, despite my best efforts, the tour company I am
using for my holiday commencing the next day has placed me on a flight departing LHR at 0700
even though there are later flights (probably at a higher ticket price). This means I would need
to leave home by 0300-0330 and, unfortunately, that means my having to miss the meeting as

deep down I am a delicate little thing and do need some meaningful sleep. 

A rather grainy shot scanned from a print taken by me at the long closed Jakarta Kemoyoran
on 

15 March  1981
I am unsure what the guy on the left is doing!

BAe ATP G-BUUP of West Atlantic



And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............



As always, thanks to Michael Jones for his help and editing of this Chat including some
illustrations, plus thanks again to Andy Goldsmith for some of the photographs I have used.

Brian Richards
Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


